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Abstract. The preparation of superhydrophobic template using flame which contains Nano-carbon
particles is one of the methods of surface modification. However it is difficult to keep the
uniformity of the template. In this paper, the superhydrophobic template device of NC with
Nano-carbon particles layer was designed and produced. It has been shown by SEM imagines that
the deposition layer on the substrate of glass and stainless steel consisting Nano-carbon particles by
burning kerosene, soybean oil and candles respectively is uniformity and the static contact angles is
more than 150°. It gives a novel idea for fabricating superhydrophobic template.
1. Introduction
Material surface modification has gained much attention in recent years. One of the ideas is to
design and mimic self-cleaning surfaces[1-3]. Many biology surfaces in nature are superhydrophobic,
such as the surface of the lotus leaf and butterfly wings[4,5]. Mimicking its surface morphology has
resulted in a considerable amount of artificial materials[6,7] and developed many applications in
industrial and biological fields[8~10]. Micron-scale air "clusters" are trapped in the depressions of the
rough surface beneath the water droplets[11~12]. This compound interface results in the increase of
micro-contact angle and the decrease of the contact angle hysteresis, which makes the rolling of the
water droplets easier and can take the pollutants away from the surface. However, organic liquids
such as alcohols or oils can significantly reduce their own surface tension and induce even surface
wetting. The droplet will change state from the hole above the concave (Cassie - Baxter state) to
fully wet (Wenzel state)[11]. No natural surface can show that it is greater than 150° of the static
contact angle and below 10° of the rolling angle. Such surface is superhydrophobic [13].
In recent years, there have been some literature reports which have been reported that using the
candle soot as the medium to prepare the nanometer coating on metal or non-metal
substrate[14] .However, the uniformity of the layer must to be solved in the process. It is difficult to
keep homogeneity. In this work, the numerical control equipment has been assembled. It keeps the
coating uniformity. A stepping motor drives the mechanical gearbox and the speed reduction gear
for transmission output speed (Shown in Fig.1). The superhydrophobic template consisting of
Nano-carbon particles has been made by depositing granules above on the substrate such as glass or
stainless steel. Nano-carbon particles are made of the burn of kerosene, soybean oil and candle. It
laid the foundation for the further preparation of superhydrophobic surface.
2. Basic parameters of numerical control device
The numerical control device guarantees the precise motion of X, Y and Z direction. In X
direction, v x  3 ~ 60(mm / min), S x  0 ~ 300mm. It keeps the accuracy is for 5micrometer.
The motion of Z direction is to use adjusting the height of flame in order to test the scale of out
flame, flame core and there distribution. In the process of test, the substrate is pure cope or
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aluminum alloy respectively. The scope of the sample in three directions is
(5mm  10 mm  1mm ) ~ (50 mm  50 mm  1mm ), The mass range of the load is 0.135( g ) ~ 22.25( g ).
3. Principle of the design
Rated power of Ac speed motor is100W, maximum power output within 30min is 110W.Rated
speed is 1500r/min, maximum speed of revolution is 4000r/min, minimum rotated speed is
12.7r/min. Calculation speed is 254r/min, minimum rotated speed is 6r/min. Tandem mechanical
transmission, Z=2. Maximum speed of revolution is 4000r/min。
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The movement diagram of the mechanism is shown in figure 1.
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Fig.1 The movem
ment diagram of the mech
hanism.
1- Hoorizontal adju
ustment nail;;2- Side guarrd plate; 2- Side shield;3-- Fixed
screw; 4- Back shrroud;5- Unionn bolt and nu
ut combination;6- Guide strip;7mple board;8--PLC;9- Tem
mperature meeasuring instrrument mounnting
Sam
pllate;10- Tem
mperature trannsmitter;11- Guide cylind
der;12- Weldded
truss;113-Sample;14- fuel sourcce(for examp
ple: alcohol burner);15b
B
Binding
screw;16- Rack;17R
Movvable supporrt plate;18- Motor
M
supporrt
plate;119-Gear;20- Motor;21- B
Balls crew;22
2-Nut;23- Fix
xed bearing pplate；
Motor;26- fro
ont track fend
der
24-PLC;25-M

Sampless13 evenly arranged is placed onn board7 in
n test. When
n the progrrammable controller24
c
4
gives a siggnal, the geear is driveen by steppping motor2
20 and rack
k16 is driveen to makee a uniform
m
rectilinear motion. Saample layerr board7 is linked with
h rack16 by
y mechanic al separatorr system inn
order to ddo a uniform
m rectilinear motion. Rectangulaar holes are processedd in board7
7 to matchh
samples foor keeping a touch betw
ween samplees lower surrface and the certain poosition of th
he flame.
The flaame will grradually weeaken withh burning, and
a it mak
kes a effectt on conceentration off
Nano-carbon particless on the low
wer surface oof samples. The temperature of flaame in certaain positionn
is detectedd by sensorr10 for keep
ping it in a suitable raange. When
n it is in a designed section,
s
anyy
single willl be not sennt; when it goes
g
beyondd a reasonaable range, an order wiill be sent by
b PLC8 too
stepping m
motor25. Baallscrew21 will
w be driveen by it and
d makes a straight
s
linee motion in Z directionn
by means oof a set of machine
m
com
mbination w
which consissts of nut22
2, screw21 aand other paarts in orderr
to keep thee temperaturre.
Nano-caarbon particcles from th
he flame off candles, kerosene
k
an
nd soya-bean
an oil are deeposited onn
the lower ssurface of saamples13 in
n this devicee and the su
uperhydroph
h0bic templlate is formeed.
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4. Materiaals and Metthods
4.1Materiaals
Glass, sstainless steeel(304), kerosene, soyya-bean oil. Kerosene and
a soybean
an oil are pllaced in thee
alcohol lam
mp respectivvely. Lamp wick is cutt neatly befo
ore burning..
4.2 Characterization
n
The moorphology of
o the soot particles
p
waas characterrized by Scaanning Elecctron Micro
oscopy (low
w
voltage LE
EO 1530 Geemini, Germ
many, and SU8000,Hiitachi, Japan
n).Samples were wash
hed by highh
speed centtrifuge(TG6618,Shanghai,China), aand were dried
d
in electrothermall constant-ttemperaturee
dry box(2002-3A,Nanjing,China). Contact anngles were tested by Optical
O
Conntact Angle Measuringg
instrumentt(DSA100,K
KRUSS,Gerrmany).
4.3 Methoods
The supperhydrophhibic deposiition layer with Nano
o-carbon paarticles wass made by Numericall
Control D
Device(Fabriicating by Project Grroup). The ambient teemperature stays at th
he rang 255
degrees Ceelsius. Outeer flame waas used whhen burning. Samples were
w
placedd in an airttight plasticc
box.
4.4 Rules oof samples labelling
Each saample is maarked with three set off numbers. The first seet of numbeers represen
nts the fuell
flame type. For exampple: 1- Kero
osene flamee; 2-Candle flame; 3-So
oya-bean flaame. The seecond set off
s
substra
rate; 2-Glass substrate..
numbers reepresents thhe base maaterials. Forr instance:1-Stainless steel
The third ggroup repressents deposition time (ssecond).
5. Result aand discusssion
Morphhology of teemplate and
d static conttact angle were
w shown in Fig.2~4.

Fiig.2(a) 1-1-10 Top view

Fig.2 (bb) 1-2-10 Top
p view

Fiig.3 (a) 2-1-330 Top view

Fig.3 (bb) 2-2-30 Top view
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Fig..2 (c) 1-2-100 left view

w
Fig.3(c) 2-22-30 left view

Fiig.4 (a) 3-1-330 Top view

Fig.4 (bb) 3-2-30 Top view

Fig.4(c) 3-22-30 left view
w

It is shhown from morphology of SEM imagine th
hat the diam
meter of caarbon particcles on thee
deposition layer is bettween 40 naanometer annd 50 nanom
meter. The distribution
d
of particless is random..
The carbonn particles deposited
d
on
n the stainleess steel sub
bstrate havee higher dennsities; The porosity off
carbon parrticles depossited on thee base of glaass is higher (Shown in
n Fig.2). Wi
With the depo
osition timee
increases, the density augment, the
t porosityy reduced, and
a the thicckness of thhe sedimentts increasess
4).The thickkness of thee sediment is
i uniformedd and is abo
out (50~70))
synchronouusly (Shown in Fig.2~4
micrometeer. It has beeen indicated that stattic contact angle is ab
bove 150°((Shown in Fig.2~4c )..
Because of the surfacce energy of
o glass is lower than
n that of staainless steell, the contaact angle iss
higher corrrespondinglly.
6. Conclussion and prrospect
It is inddicated in teest that the uniform
u
mootion in the horizontal direction
d
off the templaate affordedd
by the num
merical conttrol devicess ensures thhe uniformitty of nano-ccarbon partiicles on sub
bstrates andd
the static ccontact anglle more than 150°. Thee superhydrrophobic ch
haracteristiccs are presen
nted. It is a
foundationn for manufaacturing thee superhydroophobic surrface furtherr.
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